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Roofing Report
White Roofs a Great Choice All Year
Do you believe a white roof is ideal for summer but won’t “warm up” like black does in
winter? With a Duro-Last Cool Zone roofing system, 87% of the sun’s energy is reflected which
is ideal for summer. More facts about white vs. black roofing:
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Most air
conditioning units
have efficiency
ratings performed at
95°F so as rooftop
temps rise, efficiency
drops. Black roof
surface temps can
reach 180°F on
summer days.

Roofs are
commonly snow
covered in winter,
converting them
to “white” and
eliminating any
potential black
roof heat gain.

Cloudy skies and a
less direct sun angle
in winter compared
to longer sun
exposure directly
overhead makes
white surfaces more
energy efficient for a
greater amount of
time each year.

UV and IR rays that
penetrate dark roof
surfaces can lower
the effective R
value of insulation.
White roof surfaces
can remain 8°F
cooler than black
on hot days.

If you’d like more details on why white beats black for a roofing choice (and how it can also help obtain
LEED and LEED-EB certification), request our Wintertime or Summertime spec sheet. CLICK TO CONTACT US

Strong Storms Mean Lots of Roof Debris
Spring rains turned into summer thunderstorms. At Precision we didn’t get calls
about leaking roofs which confirms our quality installation. However we were
enlisted to repair areas where tree limbs were driven with such force they
slammed through a roof membrane. A small area is much more cost-effective
to repair than if you allow the puncture to remain and it compromises the roof
structure. Make certain to check your roof for debris on a regular basis.
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We Have a Plan for Reroofing Over Time
You may be like many of our customers who
own multiple or larger buildings that they find
challenging to budget for an entire reroof all
at once. We’ll work with you to create a plan to
reroof sections or specific buildings based on
their condition or age. That has been a great
solution for many since it allows budgets to
be predetermined for a number of years and
assures the roof integrity.
Transpo Self-Storage has a number of buildings
with different types of roofs in multiple locations.

We have been reroofing either a section (small
as 5,000 square feet) or entire Transpo
building for a number of years.

White membranes have proven a great
choice as we reroof for Transpo.

THE PRECISION TEAM IS RECOGNIZED WITH AWARDS
Our own Tim Steiner, (center of photo), his daughter Eva and son Evn, display the Admiral Club
plaque during the Duro-Last national sales meeting. The award recognizes outstanding
achievement in quality workmanship, customer satisfaction, and 2018 sales volume. We also
earned the Elite Contractor status; a combination recognition for quality of and total combined
square footage installed. Over the past three decades, the Precision team scored an average
of 98 out of 100 by Duro-Last inspectors for installation quality on all our projects combined.
This marks our twelfth consecutive award-winning year; and the fourth for Admiral Club.
In addition, we earned an A+ rating from the Better Business Bureau; continuing that status
since 2004.
And we were named a Finalist in
the Roofing Company category
for the 2019 Reader’s Choice
Best of Sheboygan County
awards as determined by the
Sheboygan Press.

